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MOSS BUILDING & DESIGN LAUNCHES HANDYMOM 101
SM

 SERIES 

Nova Moms Learn DIY Skills To Tackle Smaller Jobs Around The House 

 

CHANTILLY, VA – May 18, 2011 -  Moss Building & Design is proud to announce a new workshop program 

targeting moms' groups in Northern Virginia whose members are ready to learn how to handle some of the 

smaller items on their home improvement wish lists.  Each HandyMOM 101
SM

 workshop includes a presentation 

by a Moss pro, followed by a hands-on station where attendees try their newly-acquired skills under Moss's 

watchful eye.   

 

The first HandyMOM 101
SM

 workshop was held in Oakton and taught participants how to select, layout, and install 

tile.  Hostess Jeanine Miller said "The Tile-It program was great. I feel reasonably confident that I can now tile my 

mudroom and be pleased with the outcome!" Other choices for the 2011 series are: 

 Hang It - how to hang heavy things so they are level and will stay put 

 Patch It - how to make large and small drywall patches that won't show 

 Caulk It - everything you ever wanted to know about why, when, where, how to caulk 

 Fix a Leak - simple steps to stop a dripping faucet 

 

Jason Hampel, President of Moss explains the company's thinking behind the HandyMOM 101
SM

  program, "Moss 

has built its reputation by being a company that cares about its customers and their homes. Now we're extending 

that care to the community by helping women tackle jobs they might have thought they needed a professional to 

handle. Empowering participants with the knowledge, skills, and confidence to do the small jobs themselves is the 

best way to start a relationship based on trust."  

 

Moss also recently announced the creation of Moss Home Services, designed to fill the gap between full 

remodeling projects and the issues homeowners can handle without a professional. With the launch of the 

HandyMOM 101
SM

 program, the company feels its spectrum of home improvement service offerings is complete. 

 

More information about options and how to schedule a workshop are available on Moss's website. 

Moss Building & Design is a family-owned, Northern Virginia remodeling business that specializes in additions, 

kitchens, bathrooms and basements. For nearly a decade, Moss has managed every step of its remodeling 

projects, from estimates and design through punch lists and clean-up.   
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